Derivation of R6 as a space containing the material world
Point of departure: surely exist ...
a) Conservation laws for:

b) Extremum principles:
(non-reversible processes)

- energy
- impulse
- electric charge

- increasing entropy
(2. fundamental theorem
of thermodynamics)

c) all effects are
quantizable:

d) material structures with their
interactions:

® there is no material or
energetic continuum

in macrosopic range
d1) electromagnetic field
(law of induction)
d2) gravitation (central force)
(Newton gravitational law)
eichvariant

-> Declare aim in chap. I-1:

d1+a: Einstein tensor
+b: Geodetic equations
® partial derivative to x1, x2, x3
® fundamental tensor in R4

Trace of matrix

- all energy phenomena can be
expressed by material field quanta Mq,
and all of them carry gravitation

in microscopic range
d3) short range interactions

- all elementary particles are centers
of interactions in R4
(structural deformations of R4,
event structures)

d1:® special principle of relativity
(link of space and time)
R4 = R3 u T
® energy <=> mass

d1 + d2: unified energy density tensor
(non-hermitic)

d2:® 2nd principle of equivalence
gravitation <=> inertia
(impulse)
® General theory of relativity

3rd principle of equivalence:
space-time <=> energy density tensor
® extended energy density tensor
(Geodetic equation)
+C: Effects are spacial quantized
densities of energy

Way A:
Are there any linear state operators?

Way B:
Is there any geometrical minimum unit (geometric quantum)?

Matrix trace with spatial metric structure steps

gravitative field energies <=> field mass
This has to be included in gravitational law.

64 non-linear tensorial differential equations
28 are empty (because of system symmetry)
12 more are empty
24 are presentable as tensor with n rows

+ a: ® Corrected gravitational law

Dimensional
law for hyper spaces:
(n-1)2-1 = p(p-1)(p-2) p = 4 subspace R4
® n = 6 hyper space of R4

r0 ... ...
r ...
...
0 attraction 0
weak repulsion
with m®0
l(m)®¥

it becomes

R0
0

r0* l = t Metron (area)
geometric minimum unit

Expression as 6×6 tensor shows structuring in R6
R3 = x1, x2, x3
T = x4
S2 = x5, x6

real,
"space"
imaginary, "time", links R3 and S2
imaginary, "organisation, structure”

c:® differential calculus is not allowed here
Difference calculus: all differences of metronized values
have to be expressed by amounts of t
® x1... x6 are integer multiples of t
Coordinates ® geodetic lattice of metrons

® Statics = temporal stationary dynamic equilibriums
of micro fluctuations (fluxes of structures)

Metronization procedure:
A tensorial selector ("fundamental condensor") describes
the compression of metrons when a metronic structure
is projected into Rn.

A + B:

A

Fundamental condensor (hypothetic structure in R6
is structure of material world (R6)
is not a structure of material world
4 classes of solutions:
a:
x5, x6
b:
x4, x5, x6
c: x1, x2, x3,
x5, x6
d: x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, x6

S2
T u S2
R3
u S2
R3 u T u S2

B
world selector

gravitation (gravitons of a gravitational field disturbance)
photons
neutral elementary particles
electricly charged particles

® Ponderable particles are bound to R3.
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result = ?
zero selector
not zero

(c) Olaf Posdzech, 1994, 2006

Development of life on earth (phylogenesis of species)
New species

Heavy typogenesis
Stagnation in generation
("typostrophe")
of new species ("typostasis")
much faster then possible
by random mutations
Single species

Time t
G4- Controls
useful mutations

Chain of effects from G4 into range of human experience

G4

Elementary G4 structure
(Asomaton)
I
G

I2

Superordinated holomorphism
for example state-building

Different holomorphism

}

}

S2

Holomorphism
(clasps structures with
Same structural design)

Lower holomorphism
(substructures)
for example cells

R4

Elements of material world
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Elements of material world

(c) Olaf Posdzech, 1994, 1998, 2006

Integrated or independent
subelements

